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We have had an incredibly eventful week!
KS1 children were treated to an animal
experience day, Year 3 and 4 visited Sutton
Hoo (more in next week’s newsletter), Year 5
enjoyed a Science workshop and Year 6
have completed their first full run-through of
their play!
Mr Chris Butler
Headteacher

Animal Experience
Last Thursday, children in Ash, Maple and
Birch Class were visited by a host of rare and
exotic animals from Africa and North and
South America. This was a hands-on
experience led by ‘Animal Experience’. The
children got to meet all of the animals and
learn a bit about their natural environment,
their unique adaptations which allow them
to survive before holding and stroking them.
They got to meet a bearded dragon, a bluetongue skink, Charlie the Royal Python
Snake, a giant African millipede (with 200
legs), a Madagascan Hissing cockroach,
Mowgli the Pig Lizard and Rocky the
Meerkat! The children were great abassadors
for Girton. They were full of engaging and
thoughtful questions which included “Does
its colour help it to camouflage from
predators?” to “What is its name?”! As you
can see from the photos, the children had a
fantastic time meeting these animals!
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Science Workshop
On Monday, Willow Class were visited by
AstraZeneca for an exciting "Science in
Pictures" workshop, in which they learnt all
about how new medicines are discovered,
tested and made, and they even had a
virtual tour of the new AstraZeneca
laboratories in Cambridge! They learnt about
the process of using Science, computers and
robots to design medications and administer
clinical trials to check the safety of new
medicines. Year 5 were then tasked to think
about "the lab of the future" and how
Science and medicine might look in the
future. They then designed their own pieces
of artwork inspired by everything they had
talked about to be displayed in the new
AstraZeneca building; they are hoping to visit
next year and see their designs on display!

Celebration Assembly
Well done to everyone for working so hard
this week and demonstrating our Core
Values. Well done to those who have earned
their sticker for 10 house points and their
pencil for 25 house points! A special
congratulations goes out to those who have
received a celebration assembly certificate
this week:
Ash – Eleanor and Darcey
Maple – Theo and Heath
Birch – Jacob and Mia
Lime – Lois
Cherry – Tanmayee and Arjun
Willow – All of Willow
Oak – Neve and Dom

Up Coming Events
� 8th July – End of Year Reports go home
� 11th July – Move Up Day
� 12th July, 4pm – KS2 Production
� 13th July – Sport’s Day
� 14th July, 13:45 and 17:30 - KS2 Production
� 18th-20th July – Year 6 Bikeability
� 21st July - Last Day of Term

